Dynamic science – The new generation science that explains the scientificity of cancer development and natural DNA regulation

Cancer is a little understood dreadful disease. After treating cancer patients for many years as a Homeopathic Physician and Researcher, I realized the fact that cancer and many other so called dreadful diseases are not properly explained or understood by the present science because the present science limit its research in the small field of material plane. After a thorough analysis of the situation, it is understood that material plane is only one half of science and the other half lies in the dynamic or energy plane. Actually material plane is the continuation of the dynamic plane. So only by incorporating and interconnecting the relationship between the dynamic and material planes of existence, we are able to understand or perceive many things including the development of cancer. This understanding along with the inductive logical analysis of cancer leads me to the discovery of a new science which I call “Dynamic Science.” “Dynamic Science” is a more complete science and has lot to contribute for the future developments of science. It helps us to understand many unexplained happenings scientifically. It includes the explanations of how cancer develops; how mutation takes place; how the DNA regulation takes place; how homeopathic medicines work; how mind can act curatively; how and why mind is superior; how yoga, meditation, prayer, etc. can heal; etc. The inductive logical analysis of cancer resulting in the development or evolution of “Dynamic Science” is explained in this paper.
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